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Repurposing Maine: Aging fishing facilities
find new life with aquaculture
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By Julie H. Case

In a quest to diversify, lobster �shermen turn to farming oysters
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Jeff Putnam didn’t set out to become an oyster farmer. He is a lobsterman. It’s his family business, the one he learned
from his father and his uncles as a kid in the 1990s. Today, he has his own boat – the Queen B., named after his ship’s
captain wife – and a lobster business on Maine’s Chebeague Island, not far from Portland.

He also dabbles in aquaculture.

Putnam �rst began considering shell�sh farming three years ago, when the long-term prospects of lobster �shing
made him anxious. As a guy in his late-30s with all his resources tied up in one �shery, he wanted to diversify. But
wading into other �sheries and their permit costs, catch restrictions, or other regulations made any such moves
prohibitive.

He then stumbled upon some local guys farming oysters and saw an opportunity. He �lled out an application to start
an oyster farm but let it sit on his desk for a year. The process seemed onerous, until a class in aquaculture from
Maine’s Island Institute taught him everything he’d need to know – the essential equipment, how to complete the
application, and how to �nd startup funding.

According to the Maine SeaGrant Institute, a starter-sized oyster farm with roughly 25 oyster bags (for a working
inventory of roughly 5,000 oysters) would require approximately a $700 investment in equipment, seed and
permitting. Putnam subsequently started his farm in 2015 with seed for 120,000 oysters.

His goals aren’t lofty: He wants to see if he can successfully grow oysters in the time he has between �shing, raising
a family and doing volunteer work around the island.

“If I can prove to myself that I can grow oysters, �rst of all, and then make a pro�t at some point, then I’ll say it would
be a win,” he said. “At that point I could decide to scale up.”

Putnam is also hoping to create a legacy.

“I have three young boys, all under the age of 10, and it’s something that they are able to now see as another way to
make a living on the water around Casco Bay, besides lobstering,” said Putnam. “I hope it’s a way for my kids, and
other kids, to be able to stay on the coast of Maine and make a living in the future.”

He’ll know whether his investment was worth it when he harvests �rst crop next summer.

Ian Ellis (left) consultant from Weskeag Oyster Farms in Thomaston,
and Bremen’s aquaculture foreman, Troy Carter, stand near a crate of
oysters being grown near a defunct lobster pound, one of nearly 50
such sites in the state.

“I like to keep an eye toward the future, and the way things are in
�shing, it’s constantly changing, and you don’t know what’s coming
at you from year to year.”

“With any wild-caught thing, you’re at the mercy of what nature will
give you.”
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Tad Miller, another longtime lobsterman and �sherman out of Tenant’s Harbor, began growing scallops a few years
ago. For now, he’s just getting dabbling in the business – he set spat bags along with some others in his co-op this
past winter – but if it pans out he will likely increase efforts.

“I like to keep an eye toward the future, and the way things are in �shing, it’s constantly changing, and you don’t know
what’s coming at you from year to year,” said Miller. “From a business end of things, it makes good sense to try and
diversify as much as you can. We’re pretty heavily slanted toward lobstering these days, and if lobstering goes, it’s not
going to be good for the state economy.”

Nor will it be good for Miller’s personal economy. Watching Japan and Canada both initiate a scallop boom made him
think the species was a resource with potential. Plus, as is being done in much of Japan, Maine ocean farmers have
begun hanging scallops on lines (https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/maine-scallop-farmers-get-the-
hang-of-japanese-technique/) and in lantern pots, roughly 10-feet into the water stream, a practice that does less
damage to the ocean �oor.

Across Muscongus Bay, in Bremen, Boe Marsh has been redeveloping the Bremen Lobster Pound co-op with an eye
toward making it more aquaculture-friendly, and help �shing families weather more storms.

“With any wild �shery you have a certain amount of volatility, in terms of production,” said Marsh. “With lobsters, you
can have a good year, and then a bad year. Shrimp, you have �ve good years and then there’s no season for three
years. With any wild-caught thing, you’re at the mercy of what nature will give you.”

All of which makes for high volatility in the earnings of families who make their lives along that waterfront.

“It makes life hard, and being a �sherman more and more di�cult, especially as the �sheries undergo a bit more
strain than they have over the last few years,” said Marsh.

In hopes of helping more people diversify and incorporate aquaculture into their business plans, Marsh is
redeveloping the waterfront with refrigeration facilities, moorings, a stone dock for picking up more than just wild
catches, and even sales and marketing services. It’s all designed to give �shermen who are transitioning into
aquaculture the infrastructure they need to get started.

Also within the co-op’s waterfront area are two retired lobster pounds, covering 2.5 acres, which Marsh recently began
�lling with oysters.

The lobster pounds once served as holding tanks for soft-shell lobsters while they were readied for harvest and while
lobstermen often waited out market price corrections. With an increase in the price of forage �sh like herring, which
are used as lobster bait and to feed impounded lobsters while they grow, and shrinkage as high as 15 percent, lobster
pounds became unpro�table for some. Plus, new land-based tank technology made it possible to con�ne lobsters
and drop the temperature so low as to send the lobster into hibernation mode. There they continue to grow without
needing to be fed.

Marsh saw the potential in these retired pounds. They’re secure from even two-legged predators. They face south into
the sun and drain out so water temperatures regularly hover above 68 degrees. And they �ll up nicely with water rich
in phytoplankton – all elements that let oysters thrive.

In May, Marsh �lled the pounds with 135,000 oysters – some seed, some juveniles – many of which have already
doubled in size. He expects his �rst harvest next summer, with the remainder coming in the typical two- to three-year
timeframe. Marsh is also updating the pounds with sluices and more. Once renovations are complete, he expects to
be able to raise between 650,000 and 900,000 oysters on the 2.5 acres.

“It makes life hard, and being a �sherman more and more di�cult,
especially as the �sheries undergo a bit more strain than they have
over the last few years.”
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The income potential is clearly there. According to Maine’s Horn Point Oyster Hatchery, oyster seed costs between
$7.50 and $17.00 per thousand, and the going rate for those oysters ranges between 50 and 75 cents per oyster,
which makes these pounds seem more then promising.

Moreover, if Marsh’s vision pens out, it could signal the future for other, similar sites along the coast: In all, he
estimates are roughly 50 retired lobster pounds along the coast Maine just waiting to be �lled with a new source of
shell�sh revenue.
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